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Institutional Distinctiveness 

Academic Excellence, Human Values, Diversity and Inclusiveness  

Response: 

Being a state private university in NCR one of the thrust areas of Lingaya’s Vidyapeeth is to 

be excellent in Academics and provide quality education to the students. This is reflected in 

our vision statement also: 

Vision : Lingaya's Vidyapeeth wishes to develop in students a wisdom that translates 

academic achievements into responsible citizenship, sincere professional service and a deep 

respect for life and beauty in God's Creation and Recreation. 

MISSION…. 

The establishment of the Lingaya’s Vidyapeeth symbolizes the ascendance of plateau of 

academic excellence, culture of continuous and sustainable quality management, education for 

self reliance and entrepreneurship starting from diploma to Ph.D. program is committed to usher 

in socio - economic transformation by providing inclusive innovative quality education of global 

standard scattering to the to expectations of the stake holders through well qualified  faculty, 

- Provide eco-friendly infrastructure, enriched library with e-books, latest teaching gadgets 

and process to promote effective teaching, learning.  

http://www.lingayasuniversity.edu.in/


- To provide holistic value based education and inculcate entrepreunal abilities so that the 

students are well groomed in knowledge, skills and values to have the ability to face the 

challenges of the corporate world and life. 

I  Academic Excellence 

1. Institute provided inclusive technical education so student can get an opportunity for 

technical education solely on socio economic constraints.   

2.  Education to develop skills, knowledge and values through well-structured curriculum 

and instructions to make students readily acceptable to the corporate world. 

3. Scholarship to economical backward students. 

4. Project based learning to give students a stepping-stone for entering into world of work 

II Human Values 

Policy on Human Values and Professional Ethics with the following objectives- 

a. To reinstate the rich cultural legacy and human values and ethics amongst faculty, staff 

and students of which we are the custodians. 

b. To indicate the outcomes of creating a value-based and ethical culture. 

Planned Actions 

1 Various personality development programs and health check-up camps are conducted 

under women’s development committee 

2 The academic vigilance Committee headed by the Head of Departments. 

3 Disciplinary Committee to look into the disciplinary Acts & Ragging.   

4 The institute takes conscious efforts to create awareness about energy conservation and 

renewable energy usage among students  and staff members 

5 Solar panels are used within campus for energy savings. 

III Diversity and Inclusiveness 

Also, as part of the broad-based diversity initiatives of this university, there is a full-

fledged cultural club, sports club etc which organizes programs customized to the socio-

cultural needs of foreign students.  

1  Institute is friendly for Differently abled. 

2 Various Social events carried out for enrichment of students. 



3 Bus facility is provided for staff and students from various locations rural, .village, slums 

and urban-slums etc. 

4 Internal complaint committee has established to prevent sexual harassment.  

The Vidyapeeth is playing an effective role of catalyst in the town to maintain the peace 

and national integration.  

 


